We experimentally investigate the optical properties of nanohole chains in 20 nm gold films by measuring the far-field radiation patterns and scattering spectra using both white light and single-frequency laser excitations. We observe intensity enhancement in the frequency spectrum originating from resonantly coupled nanohole excitations via thin film surface plasmon polaritons. However, the angular distribution of the far-field pattern is identical to that of a chain of coherently radiating point dipoles both on and off the resonance frequency. We highlight a potential of the k-space imaging technique for studying far-field properties of ordered nanoscale structures. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.3070520͔
The role of plasmons in the optical response of metallic nanostructures, 1 and, in particular, nanohole arrays have been under extensive study after the observation of extraordinary transmission ͑ET͒ of light through holes in optically thick metal films.
2 Surface plasmon polariton ͑SPP͒ modes of the metallic film, 3 or, in general, surface modes and their interplay with waveguide resonance in the nanoholes, as well as localized nanohole excitations, 4, 5 have all been shown to take part in ET. In parallel, decreased divergence of the transmitted light has been observed for a number of ordered plasmonic structures via both near-and far-field manipulation. A single hole surrounded by Bull's eye structure 6, 7 and a slit aperture with parallel grooves were reported to result in small divergence of the transmitted light, 8 and can be utilized to improve the directionality of quantum cascade lasers. Additionally, two-dimensional arrays of nanoholes were reported to enable focusing of light. 9 While the above-mentioned results were obtained for thick metal slabs, it was recently shown that nanoholes arranged in short linear chains in optically thin metal films also display plasmonic effects. [10] [11] [12] [13] Here, the optically active and propagating SPPs are in an antisymmetriclike modal profile ͑a b -mode͒ formed between the air-metal and metal-dielectric boundaries, characterized by a symmetric charge distribution. It is suggested that this SPP mode can mediate a coupling mechanism between the neighboring holes via interference of the SPPs launched by each nanohole predominantly in the direction of polarization, 10, 12 which was observed earlier for thicker films.
14 It was also suggested that SPPs may result in a narrowing of the far-field radiation pattern due to SPP cavities formed between the holes. 12 It is thus essential to have the ability to relate a far-field radiation pattern to the spectrum in order to resolve the underlying mechanism of the resonancelike intensity enhancement.
In this letter, we study the spectral and angular distributions of light scattered by a chain of ordered nanoholes as a function of interhole spacing and excitation wavelength. We show that the enhancement observed in spectral measurements arises from resonant interhole coupling via the thin film SPPs, while the angular distribution of the far-field pattern remains identical to that of a chain of coherently radiating point dipoles in the entire probed wavelength range. Our results demonstrate that the maximum coupling of light to surface plasmons and to outgoing scattered light by a nanohole chain occurs near the single hole resonance at the interhole distance ͑d͒ equal to half SPP wavelength. In contrast, the chains with the interhole distance other than half SPP wavelength show a strong deviation from the bare thin film SPP behavior away from the single hole resonance.
To determine the effect of plasmonic coupling on the beaming properties of nanohole chains, we constructed a microscope ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ which images the back focal plane of the collecting objective in order to directly observe far-field radiation patterns. With the setup shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ ͑top view͒, it is possible to measure a dark-field scattering spectrum, image the sample plane and image the back focal plane of the collection objective ͑k-space͒. In the excitation arm collimated white light from a 150 W halogen lamp or alternatively a 0.5 mW laser beam ͑ exc = 532, 675, 780, or 968 nm͒ passes a near-infrared polarizer and a broadband half-wave plate before it is focused onto the sample by a condenser lens with a numerical aperture ͑NA͒ of 0.08. In spherical coordinates, the illumination of nanohole chains can be described as a weakly focused light beam at a polar angle = 65°, in order to maintain a dark-field regime, and an azimuthal angle = 90°͑perpendicular to a nanohole chain͒ so that all nanoholes in a chain are excited in phase ͓see Fig.  1͑a͒ for details͔. The light scattered by the sample is collected by a microscope objective ͑NA= 0.7͒, split by a 50:50 beam splitter and sent to both, a fiber-optic single-grating spectrometer and two identical charge coupled device detectors which image the back focal plane ͑k-space͒ of the collecting objective and the sample surface.
Fabrication of the nanohole samples studied in this paper is published elsewhere. 13 The structures investigated here were circular nanoholes with a diameter of D = 100Ϯ 5 nm in t = 20-nm-thick gold films where they were arranged in linear chains. The edge-to-edge distance between two holes ͑d͒ was varied from 80 to 280 nm and the number of nanoholes per chain ͑N͒ was 1, 3, 8, 24, and 96. The samples were characterized by scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM͒ ͑JEOL JSM-6301F͒. Figure 1͑c͒ displays the scattering spectrum as a function of edge-to-edge interhole distance d when the nanohole chains are excited by broadband white light polarized along the axis of the chains. Maximum scattering is found for d Ϸ 200 nm with a scattering peak position around 770 nm, close to the 100 nm single hole resonance peak position of 765 nm ͑indicated by the solid vertical black line͒. This freespace wavelength corresponds to SPP Ϸ 400 nm of the a b -mode, obtained from the dependence of the SPP wavelength on the free-space wavelength, calculated from the dispersion relation for the unperturbed thin film ͓dashed black line in Fig. 1͑c͔͒ . 10, 12, 15 The white open circles are the scattering peak positions for D = 60 nm chains N =8 ͑taken from Ref. 12͒ for varied interhole distance. The maximum scattering for the D = 60 nm chains was found at 650 nm, close to the 60 nm single hole resonance peak position of 675 nm. Both observations are in good agreement with maximal scattering taking place for d = SPP / 2, exactly where SPPs interfere constructively. The redshift of the resonance with increasing interhole distance, as observed in earlier work, is also clearly visible. However, for wavelengths away from the single hole resonance, the condition for peak scattering intensity in nanohole chains does not coincide with the bare film SPP behavior ͓the dashed line in Fig. 1͑c͔͒ , and peak position dependence on d for N = 8 chains of both 60 and 100 nm holes clearly deviates from the behaviour expected for the a b -mode. This suggests that the presence of the coupled holes in the thin metal film modifies the bare SPP dispersion and that a more complete picture involving the hybridization of the nanohole resonances with the SPP modes is necessary to describe the nanohole chain scattering spectra.
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The deviation in Fig. 1͑c͒ suggests that the interhole coupling may also have a signature in the far-field radiation pattern of the nanohole chain ͑directionality of radiation͒. To study the effect of SPP-mediated nanohole coupling on this pattern, we measured the angular distribution of the scattered light by using single-frequency laser excitation. Figures 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ display the far-field radiation pattern of the scattered light for a set of chains, arranged for the d Ϸ 200 nm Ϸ SPP / 2 condition, as a function of hole number ͑N =1-96͒. The general trend in beaming behavior holds for both on-and off-resonance excitation with exc = 780 nm ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒ and 532 nm ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. At the latter choice of excitation wavelength, sufficiently far away from the single hole resonance condition for launching thin film SPPs, no propagating modes between the holes are excited and the holes are expected to display no plasmon-induced coupling. 12, 15 To model the observed beaming behavior, we compared the measured intensity angular distribution with the far-field radiation pattern of N point dipoles, separated center to center by a distance d + D, driven with an excitation wavelength exc and radiating in phase. For comparison of the calculated radiation patterns with the measured intensity profiles we used the sine law to transform the dipole far field across the Gaussian reference sphere of the lens to a plane. 16 The slight difference between exc = 780 and 532 nm can be fully accounted for by the fact that the width of the central radiation lobe scales with exc / d in the point dipole model for a fixed d ഛ exc and N. For the longest chain N = 96 holes, the width of the central lobe narrows down to 2°. To emphasize the effect of plasmonic coupling on the scattering intensity, Fig. 2͑c͒ shows the k-space images taken at exc = 780 nm as a function of interhole distance. The scattering intensity reaches a maximum at d Ϸ SPP / 2 ͑200 nm͒ coinciding with the resonance condition in Fig. 1͑c͒ . This is not the case for exc = 532 nm, for which the scattering intensity is substantially lower and exhibits no resonant behavior. In 
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order to rule out diffractive effects in the angular distribution, we have also studied the complementary pattern of N = 8 gold nanodisks as a function of disk separation. Neither the distance-dependent resonant behavior nor spectral shifts were also observed for these control samples. Figure 3 investigates the dependence of scattering intensity and directionality on interhole distance for a number of excitation wavelengths, as extracted from the k-space images. In Fig. 3͑a͒ the peak intensity values obtained from these k-space images ͑symbols͒ are in good agreement with those obtained from the direct spectral measurements ͑curves͒ ͓see Fig. 1͑c͔͒ . As can be seen, the chains exhibit a resonantlike behavior for the two laser wavelengths, exc = 675 and 780 nm, that are within the spectral envelope of the single hole resonance ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. The 675 nm data are scaled by a factor of 4 to correct for this wavelength's detuning from the spectral location of peak scattering intensity. As expected from the dependence of the SPP wavelength on the excitation wavelength, 12 at exc = 675 nm the corresponding SPP wavelength is approximately 330 nm, much shorter than that at exc = 780 nm ͑430 nm͒. Surprisingly, the constructive interference ͑d = SPP / 2͒ occurs at d = 100 nm rather than at 165 nm. This again is a direct consequence of the strong deviation from the thin film SPP behavior we observe in Fig. 1͑c͒ . Nevertheless, the qualitative agreement in Fig.  3͑a͒ with the experimental data and the nanohole plasmon models reported earlier is apparent. 10, 11 To determine the effect of plasmonic coupling between the holes on the directionality of the scattered light, we fit the intensity profiles obtained from k-space images with the calculated far-field intensity profiles for a uniform chain of eight coherently radiating dipoles with the dipole-dipole distance being the fit parameter in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The unity-slope line highlights the expected behavior if the nanohole chains exhibit an angular distribution identical to a chain of point dipoles separated by d + D ͑the gray area around this line indicates the upper bound of our experimental uncertainty͒. The dipole-dipole distance obtained from fitting to the model tells us how far apart the holes in a chain should be if they were point dipoles-if the structure displays a narrower radiation pattern then we would extract a d which is greater than the actual interhole distance. In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in the experimental intensity distribution and to minimize the error introduced by a circular shape of the k-space images, the intensity profiles were based on the average of only 80 central vertical lines. Remarkably, we find that a chain of 100 nm nanoholes scatter light with the same directionality as a chain of point dipoles. Whereas we know that interaction of nanoholes via SPPs is present in the resonant behavior of the scattering intensity, it is clearly not accompanied by a modification of the radiation pattern.
To conclude, we studied the far-field scattering properties of hole chains in optically thin gold films with broadband and single-frequency excitation. We showed that despite the resonance-like scattering intensity modulation due to plasmonic coupling between holes, the radiation pattern of hole chanis remains identical to that of a chain of point dipoles, for both on and off resonance conditions. In addition, when detuned from the single hole resonance, the spectral response of hole chains strongly deviates from the thin film SPP dispersion. FIG. 3 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Dependence of intensity of light scattered by the nanohole chains N = 8 for different excitation wavelengths ͑ exc = 532, 675, 780, and 968 nm͒ on the edge-to-edge distance between holes d = 80-280 nm; the data points are extracted from k-space images; solid lines represent the data extracted from spectral measurements, shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ , for corresponding excitation wavelengths; the intensity data for exc = 675 nm is scaled by a factor of 4. ͑b͒ Comparison between beaming properties of nanohole chains and a modeled uniform chain of dipoles. Dipoledipole distance obtained by fit to the model vs the actual center-to-center distance between the holes ͑d + D͒. The unity line is shown for comparison. Gray region shows the upper bound for the cumulative uncertainty resulting from fabrication, k-space measurements and data processing.
